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Parties out of purview of RTI Act: EC
● Context-Political parties are out of the purview of the Right

to Information Act, the Election Commission has said in
an order, which is contrary to the directive of the Central
Information Commission (CIC) to bring six national
parties under the law.
● The order came on the appeal of an RTI applicant seeking to
know the donations collected by the six national parties
which were brought under the ambit of the law by the CIC in
June 2013.
● As for the RTI Act, the CIC is the only appellate authority,
which may declare a body public authority if it is convinced
that it meets the criteria for being under the Act.

Women’s health crucial to combat stunting: study
● Context- A first of-its-kind study across all 640 districts of the

country, highlights the impact of women’s health on stunting
of children.
● According to the International Food Policy Research Institute
(IFPRI) study, analysing data from the National Family
Health Survey (NHFS)- IV, parameters related to women,
including education and age at marriage, account for 50% of
the difference between districts with high and low levels of
stunting among children below the age of five.
● India accounts for approximately a third of the world’s stunted
children at 63 million.
● The populous northern States account for more than 80% of
stunted children at 52.6 million.

Ireland referendum to change abortion law

Blockchain being used in banking, contracts
● Context-A number of companies and banks are adopting

blockchain technology to reduce documentation and increase
operational efficiency.
● Blockchain technology allows all stages of transactions to be
securely shared between network members, as opposed to each
bank working independently, which is more expensive and
increases the chance of error.
● Blockchain technology can be used to digitise and authenticate
currently complex records like land holdings.
● The best use case is Sweden, which is putting all its land
records on blockchain and it will quite quickly move towards
doing land transfers and ownership verification using
blockchain, which is a major issue in India currently.

A year on, UDAN is yet to soar
● Context-A year since the Centre unveiled the regional air

connectivity scheme (RCS) with the aim to connect tier-2 and
tier-3 cities and make flying affordable for the masses, a mere
15% or 70 of the total 453 routes awarded to various airline and
helicopter operators have taken off.
● Infrastructure constraints have checked the pace of
implementation of the scheme. Forty unserved and 15
underserved airports are not ready yet for operations.
● Some airports owned by State governments and private players
have been hesitant in participating as there is little for them to
gain with RCS flights exempt from paying landing and parking
charges and States required to provide land, security and fire
services free of cost

Decoding Europe’s new data protection law
● Context-The European Union’s (EU) General Data

Protection Regulation came into force.
● These stringent regulations that aim to protect all EU
citizens from data breaches, provide for hefty penalties of up
to €20 million or 4% of a company’s global revenue for noncompliance.
● The regulation, which was approved by the EU Parliament
in April 2016 after about four years of preparation and
debate, came into effect on May 25, 2018.
● However, many firms in India are still not ready for
compliance with the new law which will cover all entities
doing business in the EU.

Mains Answer Writing Practice
Q.) Lack of service and resources, infrastructure and
pricing of services are the key issues that the national
health protection scheme (NHPS) faces. Comment.
Answer Structure:
Intro-Briefly write about NHPS
Body- Write about the issues which NHPS faces with
special emphasis on lack of services and resources,
infrastructure.
Conclusion-Come up with solutions which address the
issues mentioned in body

